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Molecular targeted therapy was reported to have fewer adverse effects and offer a more convenient route of

administration compared with conventional chemotherapy. With the development of sequencing technology and research

on the molecular biology of lung cancer, especially whole-genome information on non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC),

various therapeutic targets have been unveiled. Among the NSCLC-driving gene mutations, epidermal growth factor

receptor (EGFR) mutations are the most common driver gene, and approximately 10% of Caucasian and more than 50%

of Asian NSCLC patients have been found to have sensitive EGFR mutations. A variety of targeted therapeutic agents for

EGFR mutations have been approved for clinical applications or are undergoing clinical trials around the world. This

review is focused on the indications of approved small molecular kinase inhibitors for EGFR mutation-positive NSCLC, the

mechanisms of drug resistance and the corresponding therapeutic strategies, as well as the principle of reasonable and

precision molecular structure for drug development discovery of next-generation inhibitors for EGFR, which would

accelerate anticancer drug discovery.
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1. Introduction

Lung cancer is a serious threat to human health . A global cancer report published by the World Health Organization

(WHO) in 2020 reports that lung cancer is still the most common and fatal cancer, and it affects both men and women .

Lung cancer patients not only experience great psychological pressure, but also suffer severe pain due to the disease.

Moreover, the high cost of treatment presents a great burden to both individuals and society .

The goal of advanced lung cancer treatment is to prolong the overall survival time of patients and to improve their quality

of life . Chemotherapy is one approach that kills cancer cells, and it can be administered orally or by injection. Platinum-

based chemotherapy in combination with other cytotoxic drugs for 4–6 cycles is the current routine treatment. However,

chemotherapy is not recommended for elderly patients with weak conditions, cachexia, serious dysfunction of the heart,

liver, or kidney, or poor bone marrow function. With the advanced improvement of sequencing technology and in-depth

research on the molecular biology of lung cancer, especially whole-genome sequencing, targeted therapy for solid tumors

has rapidly developed. This has brought good news for, especially advanced, non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

patients.

With the advancements in modern medicine, the diagnosis of, and therapy for, NSCLC have entered the era of “precision

medicine”, facilitating more accurate diagnosis and treatment. According to the latest National Comprehensive Cancer

Network (NCCN) guidelines for NSCLC (3rd Edition, 2021), the genes with driver mutations include: epidermal growth

factor receptor ( EGFR ); anaplastic lymphoma kinase ( ALK ), c-ros oncogene 1 receptor tyrosine kinase ( ROS1 );

human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); mesenchymal to epithelial transition factor (MET); v-raf murine

sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 ( BRAF ); Kirsten rat sarcoma ( KRAS ); rearrangement during transfection ( RET );

and neurotrophic tyrosine receptor kinase ( NTRK ) . Individualized molecular targeted therapy for driver genes has

been reported to block the key signaling pathway of tumor cell growth and proliferation, inhibit tumor cell proliferation, and

selectively kill tumor cells by applying highly specific molecules targeted to the definite (or highly expressed) biomarkers of

the tumor cells . In recent decades, a variety of targeted therapeutic agents have been approved for clinical applications,

or are undergoing clinical trials, that have become the standard treatment for advanced lung cancer because of their

significant efficacy and safety.

Among the driver mutations of NSCLC, EGFR mutation is the most conventional driver gene in NSCLC, and

approximately 10% of Caucasian, and more than 50% of Asian, NSCLC patients have been found to have sensitive EGFR

mutations . EGFR is reported as a subtype of the erythroblastosis oncogene B (ErbB)/human epidermal growth factor

receptor (HER) family, which is also named ErbB1 (EGFR/HER1) . As a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor,
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activated EGFR was reported to facilitate signal transduction in critical pathways of tumorigenesis . Since the 1990s,

various drug development strategies for the inhibition of overactivated EGFR have been carried out. The EGFR-targeted

drugs for NSCLC that are available on the market are classified into two major categories: EGFR monoclonal antibody

drugs that block the binding of extracellular ligand receptors, and small molecule chemical kinase inhibitors that inhibit the

intracellular ATP binding site of tyrosine kinase . Currently, the approved EGFR monoclonal antibodies are

nimotuzumab and necitumumab, which are applied in combination with chemotherapy drugs in the clinic .

Treatment with epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) is considered more convenient,

and can significantly prolong the survival time of patients, compared with the expensive therapeutic regimen of antibodies.

In this review, we will focus on the indications of approved inhibitors for EGFR mutation-positive advanced NSCLC, the

mechanisms of drug resistance and the corresponding therapeutic strategies, as well as the principles of reasonable and

precision molecular structure for the discovery of next-generation EGFR-TKIs in order to accelerate anticancer drug

discovery.

2. The Research Progress of EGFR-TKIs in NSCLC

The discovery of EGFR mutations in 2004 changed the standard treatment of NSCLC and established a new treatment

mode according to the new molecular typing. The incidence rate of EGFR mutations is higher among women and

nonsmokers. Interestingly, EGFR mutations appear widely in Asian populations . The Prospective Analysis of

Oncogenic Driver Mutations and Environmental Factors (PIONEER) study analyzed the tumors of 1482 patients with

adenocarcinoma in mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and four other countries in Asia, including India, the Philippines,

Thailand, and Vietnam, and the incidence of EGFR mutations in advanced lung adenocarcinoma was 51.4% . Although

EGFR mutations are more common in women and nonsmokers, they are also present in men and in 37% of regular

smokers.

EGFR mutations are classified as: classical sensitive mutations (EGFR exon 19 deletion (ex19del) mutation and EGFR

exon 21 p. L858R (L858R) mutation); EGFR nonclassical mutations (approximately 10%); and EGFR exon 20 insertion

(ex20ins) mutations (approximately 7%) . The IPASS study first proved that the first-line use of EGFR-TKIs in patients

with EGFR-sensitive mutations can notably increase the objective response rate (ORR), and significantly prolong

progression-free survival (PFS), compared with the results obtained from chemotherapy. Therefore, the first-line use of

EGFR-TKIs has become the standard for advanced NSCLC patients with sensitizing EGFR mutations. The US Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) has approved a series of EGFR-TKIs, including gefitinib, erlotinib, afatinib, dacomitinib, and

osimertinib, as the first-line treatment of advanced lung cancer with EGFR mutations . In China, icotinib, almonertinib,

and alftinib, as original drugs, have been approved by the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) for the

treatment of NSCLC with sensitizing EGFR mutations. In addition, olmutinib was launched in South Korea as a second-

line treatment for patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC with EGFR exon 20 p. T790M (T790M) mutation positivity

in 2016 ( Table 1 ) .

Table 1. Clinical progress of first-/second-/third-generation EGFR-TKIs.
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Design
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Gefitinib III AstraZeneca NCT00322452 RCT 9.5 vs.
6.3 0.48 21.6 vs.

21.9

71.2%
vs.

47.3%
/ Carboplatin + Paclitaxel

Icotinib III China NCT01040780 RCT 4.5 vs.
3.4 0.84 13.3 vs.

13.9
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vs.

27.2%

75.4%
vs.

74.9%
gefitinib

Icotinib III China NCT01719536 RCT 11.2 vs.
6.9 0.61 30.5 vs.

32.1

64.8%
vs.

33.85%
/ Cisplatin + pemetrexed

Erlotinib III Roche NCT00446225 RCT 9.7 vs.
5.2 0.37 19.3 vs.

19.5

55%
vs.

11%

78%
vs.

66%

platinum-containing
dual drugs
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4.6 0.16 22.8 vs.

27.2

83%
vs.

36%

96%
vs.

82%
gemcitabine/carboplatin

Afatinib III Boehringer
Ingelheim NCT01121393 RCT 11.1 vs.
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RCT: randomized controlled trial; mPES: median progression-free survival; HR: hazard ratio; mOS: median overall

survival; ORR: objective response rate; DCR: disease control rate.

Compared with the first-generation reversible TKIs on the market, second-generation irreversible EGFR inhibitors possess

more binding sites, but result in dose-related adverse effects. Despite the significant therapeutic effects of individualized

therapy, rather than traditional chemotherapy, most NSCLC patients present drug resistance after 1–2 years of treatment

with first- or second-generation TKIs. More than 50% of the resistance mechanism was related to the T790M mutation.

Moreover, the application of second-generation TKIs could not defeat the resistance to first-generation agents. For this

reason, third-generation TKIs were designed with the superiority of binding to EGFR-sensitive mutations and T790M

mutation sites, subsequently inhibiting the tumor resistance caused by the T790M mutation. However, osimeritinib, as a

third-generation EGFR inhibitor, could not break the curse of drug resistance. Although the underlying mechanisms are

complicated, the results of several reported clinical trials demonstrate that drug resistance still occurs. Inhibitors for

different mutation targets are emerging, and various approaches could address resistance to osimeritinib. However, it is

possible to overcome the obstacle of undetected mutation targets with the development of second-generation sequencing

technology.
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Afatinib III Boehringer
Ingelheim NCT01121393 RCT 11.0 vs.
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vs.
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Fourth-generation EGFR-TKIs are expected to target EGFR exon 20 p. C797S (C797S) triple mutations after resistance

to third-generation inhibitors; however, none of them have been officially approved to date. In 2016, compound EAI045

was reported by Nature to have effectively overcome, for the first time, the C797S mutation when combined with a

monoclonal antibody. JBJ-04-125-02, which was further improved from the skeleton of EAI045, can effectively solve the

problem of the C797S cis mutation. In addition, TQB3804, an original candidate in China that first appeared at the

American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) conference in 2019, was developed to prevent EGFR C797S cis

mutations ( Figure 1 ).

Figure 1. The timeline of EGFR-TKI discovery for targeted therapy of NSCLC in the U. S. and in China, respectively.

EGFR-TKIs: epidermal growth factor receptor kinase inhibitors; ALK: anaplastic lymphoma kinase

3. Conclusion and perspectives

With the development of biomedicine, patients with advanced NSCLC truly benefit from precision medicine. Most patients

can choose targeted therapy with few adverse effects as the first-line therapeutic regimens. Compared with standard

traditional chemotherapy, EGFR-TKIs as the first-line treatment for sensitive EGFR mutations can prolong PFS, improve

quality of life and reduce severe adverse effects related to therapeutics, and they have become the primary treatment

option for patients with advanced NSCLC. In recent decades, first-, second-, and third-generation EGFR-TKIs have been

launched on the market with widespread clinical applications. Meanwhile, basic research and clinical trials of fourth-

generation TKIs are also in progress. However, the occurrence and development of tumors refer to complex genetic

mutations and signaling pathways, and the drug resistance of molecular targeted agents seems to be inevitable.

As a clinical therapeutic regimen for EGFR-mutant NSCLC, third-generation osimertinib has been proven to inhibit the

novel T790M mutation of first- and second-generation TKIs. Fourth-generation compounds were initially designed to

combat C797S mutation-mediated resistance to osimertinib. However, the inhibitory efficacy of osimertinib on L858R was

significantly reduced after C797S mutation. Hence, the structure-based drug design of fourth-generation drugs also takes

into account two common triple mutations. Over time, rare resistance mechanisms will be gradually unveiled. If the current

research on drug discovery relies on updating the structural design of molecules on the basis of ascertainable mutations,

the treatment cost for patients in the future would be beyond the acceptable budget, which is not in alignment with the

original intention for drug discovery. Currently, the combination of osimertinib with other kinase inhibitors or

antiangiogenics has been considered a promising therapeutic regimen in the clinic for acquired resistance. It is

foreseeable that varying mechanisms of resistance to osimertinib may arise after combined application with other

anticancer drugs, and whether the incidence of C797S mutation is affected following combination therapies remains to be

determined. These are vital problems demanding prompt solutions in the discovery of next-generation targeted agents

and the management of individualized therapies based on precision medicine.

The emergence of drug resistance is a gradual process. Currently, the detection of mutated EGFR genes for acquired

resistance is conducted by tissue or blood biopsy after disease progression, and the last-line treatment option is

consequently considered. PET/CT imaging technology based on targeted molecular probes has been developed and

applied in preclinical research to conveniently monitor mutated genes during therapy in a timely manner . This

innovative technology could provide diagnostic data and evidence for individualized clinical therapeutic regimens.
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However, the design of precise selective and sensitive targeted molecular probes is the key technology for the prediction

of genetic mutations, which is extremely reliant upon comprehensive research and screening for structure-activity

relationships .

With recent translational research on the biological mechanism of NSCLC progression, new pharmacotherapy

approaches for protein kinase mutants continue to be developed. In addition to protein kinase inhibitors and monoclonal

antibodies, targeted protein degradation is an emerging therapeutic strategy in anticancer drug discovery. In June 2021,

C4 Therapeutics reported a protein degradation agent targeting EFGR mutation at the Virtual Meeting. CFT8919, as a

mutant selective degrader, was developed to target the degraded EGFR L858R mutation. Meanwhile, CFT8919 was

reported to be active against resistant mutations, such as EGFR T790M and C797S, but with low activity against

EGFR , which indicated its potential clinical value for NSCLC patients.

Targeted therapy for lung cancer is a creative strategy with an exciting perspective that benefits more than half of patients.

Future research trends and strategy processes for targeted therapy of NSCLC require novel drug development with high

efficiency to overcome drug resistance, combined therapeutic options to benefit the long-term survival of NSCLC patients,

clinical therapeutic regimens grounded on the characteristics and genotypes of patients, and individualized whole process

management schemes on the basis of precision medicine. In summary, with the development of drug discovery and the

innovation of therapeutic strategies in the future, lung cancer is expected to be a curable chronic disease.
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